
  

December 16, 2020 

Intern Coordinator 
Divine Style Team 
Washington, DC, VA 

Dear Intern Coordinator, 

I recently discovered the open internship posting for the stylist internship. I have a 
prior experience in both retail and customer service, as well as an enthusiastic desire to 
develop these skills further within the retail world. I believe that these qualifications 
would make me an ideal intern and an asset to this team. I am interested because I 
believe that I possess these and several traits that are essential to satisfying Divine 
Style’s customer base. I am extremely motivated and detail oriented, I truly enjoy 
giving customers the best experience possible and I believe that makes me a perfect fit 
for Divine Style. I can’t wait to apply all my skills I have learned and perfect them even 
more by interning with this company. My two and a half years at Pitaya has familiarized 
me with sales, conflict-resolution, and customer relations. One of the duties that come 
with this position is to develop style to match goals, personality and lifestyle. I am a 
huge believer that fashion and identity are blended together. I like being a visionary, 
not following the trends but starting them. I believe that my interpersonal skills, 
inspiration and prior customer service skills will really help me shine with this 
internship. The skills I have developed thus far throughout classes and experience have 
prepared me to take on this role and help maintain the value of this brand. I am looking 
forward to discuss the internship opportunity further and demonstrating the relevance 
of my skill set. You will see that my commitment to attending work on time, having 
outstanding organization and being a team player make me ideal for this position. 
Thank you for your time and consideration. 

Sincerely, 

Emma Watts

Emma Watts

55 W WASHINGTON STREET ATHENS, OH 45701  (614) 226-5300  EMMAWATTS2018@GMAIL.COM


